ONLINE ACTIVITIES

COOKING AND TASTING

S A E DI S EI TI VI T C A E NI L N O

DANCE AND MUSIC
FUNNY CHALLENGES
ESCAPE GAMES
CSR

GNITSAT DNA GNIKOOC

A TASTE OF SPAIN

HOME CHEF

After solving different riddles, you will have the
opportunity to enjoy a guided tasting of products from
small, organic and sustainable producers that you will
have previously received at you home.

Cook several dishes for a meal with the chef giving live
instructions and tips. Share it afterwards online with your
team, or with your family and friends.

CISUM DNA ECNAD

LIP SYNC CHALLENGE

BATTLE OF BANDS

Let your team become the stars of their own Lip Sync
Battle. Individuals and teams will compete using their
best moves while lip synching to their favorite songs.

Let the show begin! Divided in teams, your guests will
interact to write and perform a song about your
company’s vision and values.

MUSIC TO YOUR EARS!

CISUM DNA ECNAD

A major festival is taking place and tickets are sold out!
In order for you and your teammates to see your
favourite band, you will have to collect and present 7
autographs before the other fan clubs do. Each team
will have to solve the missions and challenges related to
music and for each completed mission they will receive
the autograph of a singer.

MUSIC TRIVIA

Part trivia, part talent show, this energetic and musicinspired competition is designed to test your music
knowledge while magnifying your brand messaging.

OLÈ!

CISUM DNA ECNAD

During this online Flamenco class you can learn, step by
step, the basics of one of the most iconic Spanish dances.
Don’t miss it and bring out the art that you have inside
you.

SEGNELLAHC YNNUF

TV CONTEST!

TEAM DISCOVERY

Have you been answering from your sofa, questions
asked in TV shows such as “Who wants to be a
millionaire?”, “Jeopardy” or “The weakest link”? And you
always thought, I can do better for sure. Well, this
opportunity has just landed at your fingertips!

Your team, your colleagues, a discovery. This is the perfect
get-to-know each other activity.
Our facilitator would lead the activity advancing from
professional interests to personal ones as confidence and
camaraderie increases. The dynamics are carried out in
small groups using the private rooms of the
videoconferencing platforms.

SEGNELLAHC YNNUF

QUIZ CHALLENGE

FUN TOGETHER

A fun, dynamic and collaborative game played on a
web app that guides the game and tests the teams that
are connected online.

It is a dynamic, fun, collaborative and digital challenge
that will test your ingenuity, creativity, knowledge and,
above all, desire to have fun.

It is a team competition that takes place around a
virtual board and it combines quiz questions about
gastronomy, sports, culture, history or celebrities.

The game takes place around a virtual board that
combines quiz questions, photographic tests and
missions of all kinds in interconnected teams playing
remotely.

Who wants to roll the dices?

SEGNELLAHC YNNUF

BOARD GAME RACE

CLUEDO

With this experience you and your team will spend
some fun time while working together to win the race
against your colleagues.

A great businessman in the city has been mysteriously
murdered. No one knows anything, and others speak too
much.

By rolling the dice, your team will be asked to do
certain challenges that involve teamwork, creativity and
a lot of fun to move forward tour team towards the
finish line.

A series of suspects are being held. In small groups,
participants will step into the shoes of the best detectives
to solve this bizarre mystery!

ESCAPE IF YOU CAN!

SEMAG EPACSE

Challenge your ingenuity to escape from the "virtual
room" that is holding you back !
It is an escape experience that is presented as a linear
sequence. You will have to solve questions and riddles
using all the tools at your disposal.

FIND THE VACCINE!

Are you ready to save Humankind?
You have been recruited by the National Health System as
a part of elite scientific researches to find a vaccine for an
extremely dangerous and unknown pandemic. It is a race
against the clock, and against to other team. Who will
save the planet first?

SEMAG EPACSE

BEAT THE HACKER!

THEFT OF THE CENTURY!

A group of hackers have managed to break into your
servers and lock down all your corporate files. They
threaten to erase it all in 33 minutes.

Over the last months you have been working hard to
prepare the master robbery, after which you will
never will have the need to work again in your entire
life.

To win you will have to solve up to 15 Challenges:
puzzles, logic tests, sudokus, crosswords, mazes, videos,
audios, word search, etc...

The aim of this game is to solve challenges related to
the perfect robbery in a limited time. It is all about
creativity, ingenuity and team effort.

HELP THE PLANET

Feel the soil in your hands. You will all receive your own
reforestation kit and an expert will guide you and your
team through the process of making a super seed.

RSC

CONTACT US FOR MORE
+34 932 70 20 48

INFO@LIFESTYLEDMC.COM

